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Abstract 

Background Astrocytes respond to injury and disease through a process known as reactive astrogliosis, of which 
inflammatory signaling is one subset. This inflammatory response is heterogeneous with respect to the inductive 
stimuli and the afflicted central nervous system region. This is of plausible importance in e.g. traumatic axonal injury 
(TAI), where lesions in the brainstem carries a particularly poor prognosis. In fact, astrogliotic forebrain astrocytes were 
recently suggested to cause neuronal death following axotomy. We therefore sought to assess if ventral brainstem- or 
rostroventral spinal astrocytes exert similar effects on motor neurons in vitro.

Methods We derived brainstem/rostroventral spinal astrocyte-like cells (ES-astrocytes) and motor neurons using 
directed differentiation of mouse embryonic stem cells (ES). We activated the ES-astrocytes using the neurotoxicity-
eliciting cytokines interleukin- (IL-) 1α and tumor necrosis factor-(TNF-)α and clinically relevant inflammatory media-
tors. In co-cultures with reactive ES-astrocytes and motor neurons, we assessed neurotoxic ES-astrocyte activity, 
similarly to what has previously been shown for other central nervous system (CNS) regions.

Results We confirmed the brainstem/rostroventral ES-astrocyte identity using RNA-sequencing, immunocytochem-
istry, and by comparison with primary subventricular zone-astrocytes. Following cytokine stimulation, the c-Jun 
N-terminal kinase pathway down-stream product phosphorylated c-Jun was increased, thus demonstrating ES-
astrocyte reactivity. These reactive ES-astrocytes conferred a contact-dependent neurotoxic effect upon co-culture 
with motor neurons. When exposed to IL-1β and IL-6, two neuroinflammatory cytokines found in the cerebrospinal 
fluid and serum proteome following human severe traumatic brain injury (TBI), ES-astrocytes exerted similar effects on 
motor neurons. Activation of ES-astrocytes by these cytokines was associated with pathways relating to endoplasmic 
reticulum stress and altered regulation of MYC.

Conclusions Ventral brainstem and rostroventral spinal cord astrocytes differentiated from mouse ES can exert 
neurotoxic effects in vitro. This highlights how neuroinflammation following CNS lesions can exert region- and cell-
specific effects. Our in vitro model system, which uniquely portrays astrocytes and neurons from one niche, allows 
for a detailed and translationally relevant model system for future studies on how to improve neuronal survival in 
particularly vulnerable CNS regions following e.g. TAI.
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Introduction
Astrocytes constitute the most abundant cell type in 
the central nervous system (CNS) [1], and effectu-
ate diverse functions [2]. Following injury or disease, 
astrocytes undergo reactive astrogliosis (synonymous 
to astrocyte reactivity) [3–5], an evolutionary con-
served response [4] that can be triggered by almost 
every type of CNS insult, stretching from infectious 
diseases, traumatic injuries, to neurodegenerative con-
ditions [2]. Reactive astrogliosis encompass a plethora 
of astrocytic alterations [5], that manifest differently 
depending on the inductive stimuli [6]. Among these, 
astrocytes undergo e.g. neuroinflammatory activation 
[7]. These inflammatory responses are influenced by 
astrocytic distance from the lesion site [8], as well as 
the CNS region of injury or disease [9], thus contribut-
ing to further complexity and heterogeneity. This is of 
importance in for example traumatic brain injury (TBI), 
where brainstem traumatic axonal injury (TAI) is asso-
ciated with poor neurological outcome [10, 11].

Early work demonstrated signs of neuroinflammation 
in TAI-specific experimental models [12–14]. Astro-
glial activation has been shown to coincide with TAI 
[15], even in the absence of peripheral immune cell 
infiltration [16]. Recently, reactive forebrain astrocytes 
have been demonstrated to exert neurotoxic effects, 
and this has been suggested to be the mechanism 
through which neurons succumb following axotomy 
[17]. Whether this also applies to the brainstem and 
spinal cord has been unclear, as at least some aspects of 
the astrocytic inflammatory response are CNS region-
specific [18]. Recently, cortical neurons (derived from 
human induced pluripotent stem cells [hiPSC] and 
rodent primary cultures) were shown to upregulate 
caspase pathways when co-cultured with neurotoxic 
spinal cord hiPSC-astrocytes [19]. In experimental 
models of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, mutated spinal 
astrocytes have been demonstrated to confer a motor 
neuron selective neurotoxic effect [20]. How brainstem 
and spinal cord motor neurons would respond to neu-
rotoxic astrocyte stimulation is however yet unknown. 
This could be of large interest in TAI, as it could rep-
resent an unexplored secondary mechanism aggravat-
ing secondary axotomy. We therefore set out to create a 
translational model system of mouse stem cell-derived 
brainstem reactive astrocytes in co-culture with motor 
neurons from the same CNS niche.

Materials and methods
All experiments were conducted in accordance with Swed-
ish legislation, and as stipulated in the Code of Regulations 
of the Swedish Board of Agriculture [21]. Ethical approval 
was granted by the Swedish Board of Agriculture’s regional 
Stockholm County branch ethics committee (#9182–2018; 
and #N104/14). Experimental animals were housed at the 
Karolinska Institutet animal facility with ad libitum access 
to water and food on a 12 h dark-/light cycle.

Directed differentiation of embryonic stem cells 
into brainstem motor neurons
Mouse embryonic stem cells (ES-cells) carrying an 
enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP) under the 
homeobox gene 9- (Hb9-) promotor (mouse strain origin: 
B6.Cg-Tg(Hlxb9-GFP)1Tmj/J) were utilized. ES-motor 
neurons were differentiated in accordance with Wichterle 
and colleagues [22]. Protocol details are provided in Sup-
plementary Methods. In brief, ES cells were seeded in T25 
flasks (VWR) coated with 0.1% gelatin (Merck Millipore) 
in ES medium (Supplementary Table  1). Differentiation 
was induced following two days of expansion (Supplemen-
tary Table  1). Two days after initiation of differentiation, 
resulting free-floating embryoid bodies (EBs) were supple-
mented with 1µM retinoic acid and 0.5 µM smoothened 
agonist. On day five, medium was replaced with fresh dif-
ferentiation medium, supplemented with only 10  ng/mL 
glial cell-line derived neurotrophic factor. On day six, EBs 
were dissociated into single cell populations of neurons 
and glial progenitor cells using 0.05% trypsin (Gibco) and 
trituration. Cells were resuspended in either motor neuron 
medium (Supplementary Table 1) or as described below.

Directed differentiation of embryonic stem cells 
into brainstem astrocyte‑like cells
ES-derived brainstem/rostroventral spinal astrocyte-
like cells (ES-astrocytes) were differentiated using 
previously described protocols [23, 24], that we modi-
fied. For downstream analysis, we used 96-well plates 
(Greiner Bio-One) coated with 100  µg/ml poly-L-
ornithine hydrobromide and 1  µg/ml laminin (Sup-
plementary Table  2). Dissociated EBs (see Directed 
differentiation of embryonic stem cells into brainstem 
motor neurons) were plated at a density of 15 *  106 
cells on poly-L-ornithine/laminin coated dishes (VWR) 
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in astrocyte medium (Supplementary Table  2) sup-
plemented with basic fibroblast growth factor (FGFb, 
25  ng/mL, R&D) and epidermal growth factor (EGF, 
20  ng/mL, R&D). Cells were propagated in adherent 
monolayer cultures from passage (P) 0 until P3, with-
out addition of differentiation factors. Astrocyte differ-
entiation was initiated using a panel of differentiation 
factors, previously associated with astrocytic differ-
entiation [23–28] (Supplementary Table  2). The panel 
was applied one day after plating of P3-astrocytes and 
maintained for 4 days. The cyclic adenosine monophos-
phate (cAMP) activator forskolin was used for down-
stream experiments [29].

Primary culture validation using subventricular zone stem 
cells
The subventricular zone (SVZ) of female adult 
C57BL/6j mice (Charles River, Germany), age three to 
five months, was isolated in line with Johansson et  al. 
[30]. SVZs were mechanically and enzymatically dis-
sociated (Supplementary Table  3). Deoxyribonuclease 
I was added to minimize the presence of free-floating 
DNA fragments. The enzymatic reaction was stopped 
by adding 1% Bovine Albumin Fraction V diluted in 
Leibovitz’s L-15 Medium + GlutaMAX™ Supplement. 
Dissociated cells were centrifuged (280 rcf, 5 min), and 
cells were washed in Leibovitz’s L-15 Medium + Glu-
taMAX™ Supplement. Cells were resuspended in 
expansion medium (Supplementary Table  3). SVZ 
propagation into neural spheres was conducted as pre-
viously described [31]. EGF (20 ng/mL, Sigma-Aldrich, 
Supplementary Table 3) and FGFb (5 ng/mL, R&D Sys-
tems, Supplementary Table 3) were added every second 
day. All cells underwent two passages. The proliferat-
ing neural stem/progenitor cells formed spheres and 
underwent the first passage after 5 to 7  days incuba-
tion, depending on sphere size. Following passage, cells 
were seeded in expansion medium at approximately 
300 *  103 cells/plate. P2 followed after 7  days. Disso-
ciated cells were plated at a density of 35 *  103 cells/
well in 96-well plates coated with poly-D-lysine hyd-
robromide (20  ng/ml, Sigma-Aldrich, Supplementary 
Table 3) in astrocyte medium (Supplementary Table 2) 
supplemented with EGF (20  ng/ml, Supplementary 
Table 2) and FGFb (25 ng/ml, Supplementary Table 2) 
(R&D Systems, Supplementary Table 2). Growth factor-
supplemented medium was changed every second day. 
On the seventh and ninth day following plating, differ-
entiation was prompted by only supplementation with 
forskolin (FSK) [29] (Sigma-Aldrich) at a concentration 
of 10 µM. On day 12 following plating, cells were fixed 
or exposed to other downstream assays.

ES‑ and SVZ‑astrocyte functional assessment using 
neuroinflammatory stimulation
The astrocytic neuroinflammatory response seen 
in  vitro [17, 19, 24] and in  vivo [32] following stimu-
lation was assessed using a combination of interleu-
kin- (IL-) 1α (3  ng/ml, Sigma-Aldrich, Supplementary 
Table  4) and tumor necrosis factor- (TNF-) α (30  ng/
ml, Cell Signaling Technology, Supplementary Table 4) 
as these have recently been shown to confer astrocyte-
activation [17]. Cells were fixed at 2 or 24  h following 
stimulation, using 4% methanol-free paraformaldehyde 
(PFA, Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Co‑culture system between ES‑astrocytes and ES‑motor 
neurons
For co-cultures of ES-astrocytes and ES-motor neu-
rons, P3 ES-astrocytes were stimulated with first FSK 
[29] for 5  days, followed by a neuroinflammatory 
mediator for 24 h. IL-1α (3 ng/ml, Sigma-Aldrich) and 
TNF-α (30  ng/ml, Cell Signaling Technology) were 
used as positive controls. Neuroinflammatory proteins 
recently demonstrated to be enriched in CSF following 
human TBI [33] were also used and included (Supple-
mentary Table  4): complement component 1Q (C1Q) 
(400  ng/ml, MyBioSource), complement component 
5 (C5) (500  ng/ml, EMD Millipore); IL1-β (5  ng/ml, 
R&D), IL-6 (10 ng/ml, R&D), and transforming growth 
factor- (TGF-) β2 (5  ng/ml, R&D). Protein concentra-
tions were derived from Refs. [34–37].

For co-cultures, ES-motor neuron homogeneity was 
ensured using fluorescence-activated cell sorting with 
gating optimized for eGFP + . Two co-culture designs 
were applied. In the first, ES-motor neurons (density 15 
kcells/well) were plated on top of ES-astrocytes (15–35 
*  103 cells/well) in 96-well plates. ES-astrocyte medium 
was not omitted before this. ES-motor neuron dissocia-
tion was conducted the same day as sorting and plat-
ing. In the second design, conditioned medium from 
the ES-astrocytes (plated in 6-well plates at density 0.99 
*106 cells/well) was transferred to an ES-motor neu-
ron monolayer (~ 10 *  103 cells/well in a 96 well-plate). 
Here, ES-motor neurons were dissociated the same 
day as the ES-astrocytes were exposed to the neuroin-
flammatory substances. Conditioned media transfer 
was conducted the subsequent day. Both designs thus 
inferred a small risk for residual synthetic cytokines/
neuroinflammatory mediators within the cell-culture 
medium at the time of ES-motor neuron plating, but 
this is likely neglectable as demonstrated by the very 
short half-lives of these substances (Supplementary 
Table 4). Co-cultures were fixed 24 h following co-cul-
ture initiation.
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Immunocytochemistry
Cells fixed with 4% PFA were blocked in blocking 
buffer (Supplementary Table 5) for 1 h and then incu-
bated with primary antibodies (Supplementary Table 5) 
at + 4° C overnight. Following washing buffer (Supple-
mentary Table  5) rinse, cells were incubated with sec-
ondary antibodies (Supplementary Table  5) diluted at 
1:500 for 1 h at room temperature. Following additional 
washing buffer rinse, cells were incubated for 15 min in 
4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI, 
Invitrogen) diluted 1:25000. Cells were mounted in 1X 
PBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for imaging following 
final rinsing steps.

Image acquisition and cell quantification
A confocal microscope (LSM 880 with Airyscan, Zeiss) 
was used for image acquisition. Images were obtained 
using the autofocus fluorescence mode for 96-well plate 
layout, with automatic acquisition of up to 5 × 5 tiles/
well. For sparse amounts of cells, pre-determined loca-
tions in each well were optimized for DAPI expression, 
followed by “scan mode” image collection.

Image quantification was conducted using Meta-
Morph® (Molecular Devices). Images were preproc-
essed into 16 bit TIFF files, separated by channels and 
tiles through ZEN blue (Zeiss), and renamed into a con-
secutive numerical sequence using the IrfanView soft-
ware [38]. Images of poor quality were excluded prior 
to analysis. Images were quantified with regard to total 
number of cells, cells positive for different stainings, 
and cells positive for multiple combinations of stainings 
using a custom-made “journal” (MetaMorph®’s anno-
tation for user-interface based scripts) for the Multi-
wavelength cell scoring and Neurite Outgrowth tools in 
MetaMorph®.

Flow cytometry
We adapted a protocol from Berglund and colleagues 
[39]. For the experiments we used day 6 EBs (n = 4 
biological replicates; each biological replicate contain-
ing > 1 *  106 cells), thawed at day 5. We used thawed 
day 3 EBs as negative controls as these had not yet 
commenced to express eGFP. Cells were dissociated 
using 0.05% trypsin (Gibco) into single-cell suspension 
diluted into sterile-filtered flow cytometry-buffer (Sup-
plementary Table  6). Cells were stained using a live/
dead dye (Invitrogen, Supplementary Table 6) at 1:500, 
followed by PFA (2–4%) fixation. Using a permeabili-
zation kit (eBioscience™ Foxp3/Transcription factor 
staining buffer set, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Supple-
mentary Table  6), cell permeabilization, followed by 
staining with directly-conjugated Ki67 (BD Bioscience) 

was conducted. Cell acquisition was analyzed using a 
BD LSR Fortessa flow cytometer (BD Bioscience). Data 
was analyzed using the Kaluza software (Beckman 
Coulter).

Fluorescence‑activated cell sorting
For FACS experiments, we used a SH800 Cell Sorter 
(Sony Biotechnology), and the Cell Sorter Software (ver-
sion 2.1). The sorting chip nozzle diameter was 130 μm. 
Lasers were set to λ-488nm. Sample pressure was kept at 
6–10 to maintain an event-rate per second ≤ 3,000, in line 
with previous FACS experiments on stem-cell derived 
(motor) neurons [40, 41]. Cells were prepared as a single-
cell suspension in FACS buffer (Supplementary Table 6), 
filtered through a 40 μm cell-strainer (VWR). For isola-
tion of the eGFP + fraction of dissociated EBs we used the 
“purity” mode and “two-way tube sorting” for cell sort-
ing and collection. Cells (15 kcells/well) were sorted into 
fresh motor neuron medium (Supplementary Table  1). 
For separation of co-cultivated ES- astrocytes and 
eGFP + ES-motor neurons we sorted cells into a 96-well 
plate (~ 200 cells/well), filled with 4  °C lysis buffer, and 
the sorting setting “single cell mode”.

Library preparation and RNA‑sequencing
We conducted library preparation for cytosolic 
polyA + RNA using FACS-sorted cells as was recently 
described for parallelized direct nuclear tagmentation and 
RNA-sequencing [42]. We refer readers to the protocol by 
Zachariadis et al. [43] for reagents and procedures. In brief, 
we lysed ~ 200 cells/sample (n = 4 biological replicates per 
treatment group) in a lysis buffer containing dNTP and 
oligo-dT primers. PolyA + RNA was converted to cDNA 
using a reverse transcriptase reaction, including a template 
switch mechanism at the 5’ end of the RNA transcript 
[44], originally employed in the Smart-Seq [45] and Smart-
Seq2 [46] protocols to obtain full-length cDNA strands for 
amplification. For cDNA fragmentation and barcoding, 
we employed the Tn5-based tagmentation procedure [47], 
as recommended by Picelli and co-workers [46]. Albeit 
originally developed for single-cell RNA-sequencing, this 
methodology is equally applicable for bulk RNA in small 
numbers [46]. We used Illumina-compatible barcodes (8 
base pairs, dual-index). Pooled libraries were sequenced 
on Illumina NextSeq 550 using paired-end sequencing 
with 91 cycles. Samples were de-multiplexed and reads 
were mapped at the sequencing facility using STAR [48], 
run from a Linux server. Raw data and de-multiplexed 
raw counts have been deposited in NCBI’s Gene Expres-
sion Omnibus [49] and are accessible through GEO Series 
accession number GSE213804 (https:// www. ncbi. nlm. nih. 
gov/ geo/ query/ acc. cgi? acc= GSE21 3804).

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE213804
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE213804
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Bulk RNA sequencing experiments where SVZ cells 
were utilized as negative controls before initiation of dif-
ferentiation were undertaken and are described in Sup-
plementary Methods.

Statistical analysis
We used R (version 4.1.1) [50], through the graphical user 
interface RStudio® (version 1.4.1717). General statistical 
operations were carried out using the RColorBrewer [51], 
cowplot [52], gridExtra [53], and tidyverse [54] packages. 
Technical replicate medians/means were used to calcu-
late mean biological replicate raw data value, from which 
summary statistics were derived. One biological replicate 
was defined as one unique vial from a defined passage 
number for ES cells, and one unique experimental animal 
for SVZ cells. Two- or multiple-group comparisons were 
preceded by the Shapiro Wilk test for normality assess-
ment and the Levene test for variance homogeneity using 
the car package in R [55]. For two-group comparisons 
fulfilling these criteria, the Student’s t-test was employed. 
For multiple-group comparisons fulfilling these criteria, 
a one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey post-hoc testing 
was conducted. For two-group comparisons not fulfill-
ing these criteria, the Wilcoxon rank sum test was con-
ducted. For multiple-group comparisons not fulfilling 
these criteria, the Kruskal Wallis test, followed by the 
Dunn post hoc test was conducted using the R packages 
FSA [56] and onewaytests [57]. In parallel, linear regres-
sion analysis was applied as the focus for the majority of 
assessments were primarily differences between treat-
ment groups versus control treatment and less often 
other between-treatment group differences. Independent 
of analysis, a p value (or if multiple comparison, the mul-
tiple-comparison adjusted p value) ≤ 0.05 was considered 
significant.

For RNA-sequencing data analysis, we used Ensembl-
IDs (Mus musculus) for gene annotation through the 
Bioconductor package biomaRt [58, 59]. Raw read counts 
and sample metadata were converted to a DESeqData-
Set using the Bioconductor package DESeq2 [60, 61]. 
Explorative data analysis were conducted on prefiltered 
data (read counts > 1) that were subjected to a variance 
stabilizing transformation using the rlog() function. Dis-
tance matrices derivation and cluster analyses were con-
ducted using the Bioconductor packages DESeq2, M3C, 
and PoiClaClu [60–63]. For differential gene expression 
analysis, we employed the DESeq() function of DESeq2 
[60, 61] with the false discovery rate set to 10%. A signifi-
cant differentially expressed gene was defined to exhibit 
 log2FC >|1| (or as stipulated in-text), and a FDR-adjusted 
p-value ≤ 0.05. For volcano plots, we used in parallel the 
non-shrunken and shrunken  log2 fold changes, together 
with the adaptive Student’s t prior shrinkage estimator, 

available through the Bioconductor package apeglm [64]. 
For gene set enrichment analyses and pathway analy-
ses, we did not use shrunken  log2 fold changes. Gene set 
enrichment analysis [65] were conducted using the Bio-
conductor package fgsea [66], for the gene sets Hallmark 
[67], Reactome [68], Gene Ontology (GO) [69], and the 
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes [70]. Gene 
sets were acquired through the Molecular Signatures 
Database available from the Broad Institute [71] through 
the Bioconductor package msigdbr [72]. GO annotations 
were accessed using the Bioconductor package GO.db 
[73]. All custom-written code is available upon request to 
the corresponding author.

Data availability
The datasets used and/or analyzed within the current 
study are available from the corresponding author on 
reasonable request. For RNA sequencing data, raw data 
and de-multiplexed raw counts have been deposited in 
NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus [49] and are accessible 
through GEO Series accession number GSE213804.

(https:// www. ncbi. nlm. nih. gov/ geo/ query/ acc. cgi? acc= 
GSE21 3804) and GEO Series accession number GSE232232 
(https:// www. ncbi. nlm. nih. gov/ geo/ query/ acc. cgi? acc= 
GSE23 2232).

Results
Ventral brainstem and rostroventral spinal glial 
progenitors can be differentiated into ES‑astrocytes
The developing CNS is patterned through a complex 
interplay between spatial and temporal cues [74], initi-
ated by neurogenesis [75]. In the brainstem and rostro-
ventral spinal cord, motor neuron genesis is dependent 
on retinoic acid and Sonic hedgehog [22], and exposure 
to these factors in vitro generates postmitotic motor neu-
rons from ES-cells [22]. Employing this strategy (Fig. 1A), 
we could generate Hb9 + motor neurons, using a trans-
genic pluripotent mouse ES-cell line that expresses eGFP 
under the Hb9 promoter (Fig. 1B). As expected, our cul-
tures were heterogeneous, with in mean 19% (SD 2%) of 
cells expressing Hb9 + with Ki67-, indicative of postmi-
totic motor neurons (Fig.  1C). This yield is in line with 
what has been previously reported [76]. The remainder of 
cells comprised interneurons (Hb9-, Ki67-), and in mean 
5% (SD 1.4%) glial progenitors (Hb9-, Ki67 +).

Neurogenesis in  vivo is succeeded by a gliogenic 
switch, causing the emergence of astrocytes and oligo-
dendrocytes [75]. We thus assumed that the glial progen-
itors could be further differentiated into astrocyte-like 
cells and maintained cultures of ES-derived glial progeni-
tors across multiple passages in FBS-containing medium 
with proliferative growth factors (Fig.  1A). At P3 there 
was a distinct decrease in number of cells compared 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE213804
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE213804
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE232232
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE232232
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with P1, indicative of a diminished self-renewing poten-
tial (Fig. 1D, p < 0.001). At the same passage, there was a 
significant decrease in the neuronal marker β-III-tubulin 
(Fig.  1E, p = 0.003), indicative of serum-mediated neu-
ronal toxicity [77]. Of note, the mature astrocyte marker 
glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) [78] was not signifi-
cantly altered across passages (Fig.  1F, p = NS). In order 
to increment ES-astrocyte maturation at P3, we withdrew 
proliferative growth factors and supplemented the cul-
tures with bone-morphogenetic protein 4 (BMP-4), cili-
ary neurotrophic factor (CNTF), acidic fibroblast growth 
factor (FGF1), or FSK, as these have been implicated in 
astrocyte differentiation [23, 25–28, 79]. We subsequently 
assessed the expression of the mature astrocytic markers 
GFAP, aquaporin-4 (AQP4), and glutamate transporter 
1 (GLT-1) [80, 81]. We were predominantly interested in 
AQP4 + astrocytes as these are important in the neuro-
vascular unit [82]. Notably, all treatments, including FBS-
enriched medium alone (control), were superior to BMP4 
(Fig. 1G). There were no significant differences between 
CNTF, FGF1, and FSK supplementation with regard to 
AQP4-expression. GFAP was more enriched in FGF1-
treated compared with FSK-treated astrocyte-like cells 
(p = 0.049). No significant differences were detected in 
GLT1-expression. Based on this, we proceeded with FSK 
as differentiation factor, given its recent implications in 
AQP4-mediated CNS edema [29].

We also compared the transcriptomes of the ES-
derived cell types using a co-culture system of ES-motor 
neurons together with FSK-treated ES-astrocytes. Sam-
ples clustered depending on cell type origin, with cell type 
heterogeneity demonstrating 47% of transcriptomic vari-
ance (Fig.  1H). Rostro-caudal positional identity genes 
(Hox) were non-significant between the two cell-types, 
indicative of a common origin. Among these, all n = 4 of 
Hox 4 paralogs were found (Hoxa4-Hoxd4), thus deline-
ating the cells’ brainstem/rostral spinal cord origin along 
the rostro-caudal axis [83–85]. Gene expression was sim-
ilar with regard to genes encoding Slit1 (Slit1) and Ree-
lin (Reln) [86]. The ES-astrocyte positional identity in the 
ventral domain of the brainstem/rostral spinal cord could 
be verified through the ES-astrocytic upregulation of 

Pax6, and even more importantly Nkx6.1 [85, 86], as the 
latter has been shown to be brainstem astrocyte-specific 
[85]. In line with this, control data of stem cells from the 
subventricular zone did not express Nkx6.1. As expected, 
a multitude of additional genes were differentially 
expressed between the two cell types (Fig. 1I). Neuronal 
cell identity was confirmed through the upregulation of 
Nefl, encoding the neuronal protein neurofilament light 
[87, 88]  (log2 fold change 3.9,  padjusted < 0.001). ES-motor 
neuron identity could be confirmed through the upregu-
lation of Mnx1, encoding Hb9 [89]  (log2 fold change 7, 
 padjusted < 0.001), but also other motor neuron-specific 
markers such as Isl1 [90]. We compared the differen-
tially expressed genes with the pivotal microarray data of 
astrocyte-enriched genes by Cahoy and colleagues [91]. 
We found upregulation of numerous canonical astro-
cytic genes, such as the early expressed Slc1a3 (encod-
ing glutamate aspartate transporter [GLAST]), Fabp7, 
and Fgfr3 [80]. We also found enrichment of mature 
astrocytic genes, among else Slc1a2 (encoding GLT-1) 
[81], and Cd44 [79]. We thus generated ES-astrocytes 
with positional identity in the ventral part of the caudal 
brainstem, that were highly astrocyte-like, with regard to 
both transcriptomic and surface antigenic features. We 
next sought to characterize these cells in the context of 
neuroinflammation.

ES‑astrocytes respond to neuroinflammation by activating 
a c‑Jun N‑terminal kinase‑dependent pathway
An important role of astrocytes in  vivo is their injury 
response, denoted reactive astrogliosis [92]. It was 
recently shown that a neurotoxic astrogliotic subtype 
was elicited via the cytokines IL-1α, TNF-α, and C1Q 
[17]. IL-1α and TNF-α both activate the c-Jun N-ter-
minal kinase (JNK) pathway [93–95], a three-tiered 
mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway (MAPK) [95] 
ultimately converging on the MAPK protein JNK. This 
leads to the phosphorylation of c-Jun at either the Ser-
ine site 63 or 73 (P–c-Jun). P–c-Jun forms a homo- or 
heterodimer, denoted AP-1, that initiates a plethora of 
downstream transcriptional activities [95–97]. The JNK-
AP-1 pathway, albeit versatile in function, is broadly 

(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 1 Differentiation of embryonic stem cells into brainstem/spinal motor neurons and astrocytes. By mimicking neurogenesis in vivo, brainstem/
spinal motor neurons followed by astrocyte-like cells from the same regional niche were generated (A). Motor neuron genesis was monitored 
by Hb9∷eGFP expression. Scale bars (left to right): 50 μm, 50 μm, 25 μm. B At day 8 following plating cultures comprised post-mitotic motor 
neurons (Hb9 + , Ki67-) and interneurons (Hb9-, Ki67-) as well as a small pool of glial progenitors (Hb9-, Ki67 +). C The glial progenitors were further 
expanded across multiple passages (P), upon which a sharp decrease in proliferation could be observed at P3 (D), as well as low β-III-tubulin 
expression, indicating a successively homogenous glial cell pool (E). GFAP expression was constant across passages (F). Following addition of 
the cAMP activator forskolin, or other differentiation factors, we could verify protein expression of mature astrocytic markers. Scale bar: 100 μm. 
G PolyA + bulk-RNA sequencing verified distinct genomic profiles of the ES-derived astrocyte-like cells and ES-derived motor neurons (H), of which 
canonical genes were upregulated in the respective cell types (I). Significance level: NS, non-significant; *, p ≤ 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.01. Abbreviations: cAMP, 
cyclic adenosine monophosphate; ES, embryonic stem cell; FBS, fetal bovine serum; GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic protein; GLT-1, glutamate transporter 
1; Hb9, homeobox Hb9; P, passage; sc, spinal cord/brainstem
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implicated in glial cells in response to inflammation 
[98], and specifically in astrogliosis [99]. C1Q, in con-
trast, has been hypothesized to signal through the Mul-
tiple EGF-like domains 10 receptor on astrocytes [100]. 
In non-mammals, the equivalent receptor is known as 
Draper. As Draper is a downstream target for AP-1 [101] 
rather than an upstream inducer of the JNK pathway, 
we decided to assess IL-1α and TNF-α-induced astro-
cyte activation together while omitting C1Q-induced 
astrocyte activation. We thus induced astrogliosis in our 
ES-derived astrocyte-like cells using IL-1α together with 
TNF-α and evaluated P–c-Jun at serine site 63 and/or 73 
(Fig. 2A). Already at 2 h following cytokine stimulation, 
P–c-Jun was increased in a subset of IL-1α and TNF-α 
treated cells compared with unstimulated cultures 
(Fig.  2B, C, F, p = 0.003). The mature astrocytic marker 
GLT-1 was stable across treatment groups (Fig.  2G, 
p = NS). When examining co-localization between 
GLT-1 and P–c-Jun, the treatment effect was still signifi-
cant (Fig.  2H, p = 0.023), indicating that the treatment 
effect was not exclusive to residual glial progenitor cells. 
Interestingly, the cytokine-induced JNK-increase was 
sustained over time, and after 24  h of cytokine-expo-
sure, P–c-Jun was still increased in cytokine-stimulated 
cells compared with control (Fig.  2D-E, I, p < 0.001), 
while GLT-1 was stable across treatment groups (Fig. 2J, 
p = NS). Co-localization between P–c-Jun and GLT-1 
was less clear in this group (Fig.  2K, p = NS). Of note, 
GFAP was not a good marker of astrogliosis at either 
time-point (Fig. 2B, D, Supplementary Fig. 1A-B). Taken 
together, this indicates that the mouse ES-astrocytes 
shared similarities with bona fide astrocytes with regard 
to transcriptome, surface antigens, and hallmark func-
tional features [78–81, 86, 91, 92].

Subventricular zone‑astrocytes respond 
to neuroinflammation similarly to ES‑astrocytes
We further validated the stem-cell approach by applying 
the ES-astrocyte culture protocol and assays on primary 
culture mouse SVZ-astrocytes (Supplementary Fig. 2A). 
We chose this cell type rather than other primary astro-
cyte subtypes since SVZ-astrocytes are neural stem cells 
in the adult animal that both exhibit glial features [102], 
and respond to inflammatory stimulus [103]. Similarly to 

the ES-astrocytes, SVZ-astrocytes exhibited a high extent 
of canonical astrocytic markers such as Nuclear factor 1A 
[104], vimentin [105], AQP4 [80], GLT-1 [81], and GFAP 
[78] (Supplementary Fig. 2B-D). Further, SVZ-astrocytes 
also responded by increasing P–c-Jun within the JNK 
pathway following neuroinflammatory stimulus (Sup-
plementary Fig.  2E-F, p = 0.006). Importantly, the JNK 
pathway activation could be inferred to SVZ-astrocytes 
specifically by examining colocalization of P–c-Jun with 
canonical astrocytic markers such as GLT-1 (Supple-
mentary Fig. 2G, p = 0.02). Taken together, ES-astrocytes 
shared similarities with SVZ-astrocytes. We deemed ES-
astrocytes suitable for modeling astrobiological phenom-
ena in vitro.

Reactive ES‑astrocytes may exert a contact‑dependent 
neurotoxic effect on ES‑motor neurons
The neurotoxic effect described for forebrain astrocytes 
stimulated with IL-1α, TNF-α, and C1Q [17] has also 
been described in hiPSC-astrocytes with a spinal identity 
[19]. In both studies, the astrocyte-mediated neurotoxic 
effect was evaluated using cortical neurons. Whether 
the neurotoxic effect of reactive astrocytes also apply to 
motor neurons in the brainstem/spinal cord is unclear. 
We tested this hypothesis by exposing ES-astrocytes 
to IL-1α and TNF-α for 24  h. Next, we plated FACS-
sorted ES-motor neurons on top (Fig.  3A, B). Interest-
ingly, ES-motor neurons but not ES-interneurons died 
following co-cultivation (Fig.  3C,E-G, p = NS for β-III-
tubulin, p = 0.0025 for Hb9∷eGFP, and p = 0.030 for 
β-III-tubulin + Hb9∷eGFP). Moreover, we found impor-
tant differences in ES-motor neuron neurite metrics 
(Fig.  3D,H-L). ES-motor neurons had shorter neurites 
(Fig. 3H, p = 0.037), fewer neurites (Fig. 3I, p < 0.002), and 
fewer neurite branches (Fig. 3J, p = 0.042). Notably, fewer 
ES-motor neurons fulfilled viability criteria as measured 
per significant neurite growth (Fig.  3K, p = 0.015). ES-
motor neurons also had a smaller cell body area (Fig. 3L, 
p = 0.002). In order to examine whether this effect was 
contact-dependent or paracrine in nature, we cultured 
ES-astrocytes and ES-motor neurons separately. After 
24  h of ES-astrocyte cytokine exposure, conditioned 
media was transferred to the ES-motor neurons (Sup-
plementary Fig.  3A). In general, very few cells survived 

Fig. 2 Embryonic stem cell-derived astrocytes undergo activation in response to a neuroinflammatory stimulus. We used the c-Jun N terminal 
kinase (JNK) pathway, a three-tiered mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway (MAPK) [95], to evaluate neuroinflammatory stimulation of 
ES-derived astrocyte-like cells by assessing the phosphorylation of c-Jun at either the Serine site 63 or 73. We exposed our cells to cytokines and 
then evaluated the JNK pathway (A) after both 2 h following cytokine stimulation (B, C), and 24 h after cytokine stimulation (D, E). At 2 h, P–c-Jun 
was increased in treated groups (F), while GLT-1 expression was similar across treatment groups (G), indicative that the maturity state of the cells 
was not altered, and that the astrocyte-like cells were afflicted by this stimulus (H). Congruent findings were seen after 24 h of cytokine stimulation 
(I-K). Significance level: NS, non-significant; *, p ≤ 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.01, ***, p < 0.001. Abbreviations: ES, embryonic stem cells; GLT-1, glutamate 
transporter 1; IL-1α, interleukin 1α; JNK, c-Jun N-terminal kinase; MAPK, mitogen activated protein kinase; P–c-Jun, phosphorylated c-Jun; Ser, serine; 
TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor α. Scale bars: B, D: 100 μm; C, E: 25 μm

(See figure on next page.)
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this procedure, independent of treatment (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 3B). This indicates that the shear stress inferred 
from the FACS on the ES-motor neurons is severe, and 
that ES-motor neurons following FACS need trophic 
support from ES-astrocytes. Onwards, we therefore pur-
sued contact-dependent assays. Importantly, we can con-
clude that ventral brainstem and/or rostroventral spinal 
ES-astrocytes have the potential to undergo a neurotoxic 
switch, causing decreased survival of neurons with the 
same regional identity.

Trauma‑relevant neuroinflammatory stimuli induce 
a neurotoxic potential in ES‑astrocytes
We recently described proteins associated with blood–
brain barrier integrity, long-term functional outcome, 
and neuroinflammation in the cerebrospinal fluid and 
blood proteome following severe human TBI [33]. From 
these, we selected the innate immunity proteins com-
plement components C1Q, C5, IL-1β, IL-6, and TGF-β2 
[33]. We used these as inducing cytokines in the con-
tact-dependent co-culture system (Fig.  4A, Supplemen-
tary Fig. 4) to study if these proteins were implicated in 
ES-astrocyte-mediated ES-motor neuron death. The 
cytokines IL-1β and IL-6 are core neuroinflammatory 
mediators following both experimental and clinical 
TBI [106] and as some authors suggest they are inter-
dependent [107], we assessed them jointly in our set-
up. In a similar line of reasoning, we also combined the 
complement components C1q and C5 (Fig.  4B, C, Sup-
plementary Fig.  4) together. Among all neuroinflam-
matory groups, JNK pathway upregulation measured 
using P–c-Jun was highest in IL-1β and IL-6 treated cells 
(Fig.  4B, p=  0.035). Among these cells, the ES-derived 
astrocyte-like cells also conferred neurotoxicity (Fig. 4A, 
C p= 0.038). Importantly, this demonstrates that our ES-
derived co-culture system of brainstem astrocyte-like 
cells and motor neurons can be used to model astrocyte-
mediated neurotoxic effects using clinically relevant neu-
roinflammatory stimuli.

The data presented implicates a JNK-dependent path-
way as a downstream mediator for astrogliosis. However, 
other pathways could also be implicated in mediation of 
the ES-astrocyte-induced neurotoxic effect. To explore 
this, we undertook hypothesis-generating polyA + RNA 

sequencing of ES-astrocytes and ES-motor neurons 
following co-culture. We explored expression differ-
ences between IL-1β and IL-6 treated ES- astrocytes 
compared with control-treated ES-astrocytes (n = 4 
biological replicates per treatment group). Among 64 dif-
ferentially expressed genes (Fig. 4D), tentative pathways 
of future interest for exploration pertained to MYC-
regulated genes (normalized enrichment score [NES] 
-1.76,  padjusted = 0.017), cell cycle mechanisms (NES-1.67, 
 padjusted = 0.017), and endoplasmic reticulum-stress (NES 
-1.56,  padjusted = 0.038) (Fig.  4E-G). Within the leading 
edges of these respective gene sets, we found numer-
ous genes recently implicated in a landmark study of 
astrocyte reactivity, among else Mthfd2, Ccl2, Tubb2a, 
Cdkn1a, Gins1, Prdx4, and Ppia [9], thus corroborating a 
neuroinflammation-induced astrogliosis. Moreover, lead-
ing edges also contained genes where the corresponding 
protein has been shown to be enriched following focal 
TBI, such as Ranbp1, Hspa5, Prdx3, Vegfa, and LDHA 
[33, 108]. Interestingly we also found genes that have 
been shown to be up-regulated on the protein-level fol-
lowing TAI, such as Psma1, and notably, upregulated in 
TAI compared with focal TBI (Ywhaq) [108].

Discussion
We present an in  vitro study of ventral brainstem/ros-
troventral spinal astrocytes and motor neurons derived 
from mouse embryonic stem cells. We show the resem-
blance between ES-astrocytes and mature mouse astro-
cytes with regard to transcriptome, protein expression, 
and functional features. Importantly, we show that ES-
astrocytes following neuroinflammatory stimulation 
with TBI-relevant cytokines adopt a neurotoxic fate, thus 
possibly representing an additional secondary mecha-
nism ensuing the primary axonal injury seen after CNS 
trauma.

Regional identity is important in astrocyte and motor 
neuron co‑culture studies
Stem-cell based model systems have become important 
translational research tools in neuroscience as access 
to human CNS cells is limited. We utilized ES-cells to 
differentiate ES-astrocytes. Although these cells were 
shown to share many hallmarks of bona fide astrocytes, 

(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 3 Co-culture system of astrocyte-mediated neurotoxicity. We cultured brainstem/spinal cord motor neurons and astrocytes from the same 
region in parallel (A). We plated FACS sorted motor neurons (B) on top of cytokine stimulated reactive astrocytes (A). Following co-culture, motor 
neuron survival decreased distinctly when motor neurons were cultured on top of reactive compared with quiescent astrocytes (C, D). Whereas 
there was a trend for decreased overall neuronal survival (E), motor neurons significantly decreased (F-G). Moreover, among surviving and dying 
motor neurons, both neurite (H-J), and neuron morphology (K-L), altered. Significance level: NS, non-significant; *, p ≤ 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.01, ***, p < 0.001. 
Abbreviations: DAPI, 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride; FACS, fluorescence activated cell sorting; GFP, green fluorescent protein; Hb9, 
homeobox Hb9; IL-1α, interleukin 1α; MN, motor neuron; sc, spinal cord/brainstem; SSC-A, side scatter; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor α. Scale bars: C, 
100 μm, D, 25 μm
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Fig. 4 Translational relevance of the neurotoxic mechanism and hypothesis-generating mechanistic explanations. Contact-dependent 
experiments were pursued by co-culturing reactive ES-derived astrocytes stimulated with a panel of clinically relevant neuroinflammatory factors 
together with motor neurons (A). Following astrogliosis induced by IL-1β and IL-6, we saw the largest P–c-Jun upregulation (B), and a concordant 
astrocyte-mediated neurotoxic effect on motor neurons (C). Hypothesis-generating polyA + bulk-RNA-sequencing of FACS-sorted reactive 
astrocytes (D) demonstrated some tentative pathways possibly implicated in this (E–G), of which some are also implicated in the c-jun N terminal 
kinase pathway [95] (E). Significance level: NS, non-significant; *, p ≤ 0.05. Abbreviations: DAPI, 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride; ER, 
endoplasmic reticulum; eGFP, enhanced green fluorescent protein; Hb9, homeobox Hb9; IL-1α; IL-1β, interleukin 1β; IL-6, interleukin 6; P–c-Jun, 
phosphorylated c-Jun; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor α. Scale bars: 100 μm
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there might be differences between the cell types unac-
counted for as demonstrated for hiPSC-astrocytes that 
exhibit a relative immaturity [84]. Upon extended culture 
time, hiPSC-astrocytes undergo maturation similar to 
that seen in  vivo [109], but this can generate unfeasibly 
long culture times in  vitro. Over-expression of certain 
astrocytic transcriptions factors might solve this [110], 
as well as sorting methods targeted towards mature 
hiPSC-astrocytes [19]. As our cultures were not entirely 
homogenous and some cells thus likely retain immature 
features, we would have benefited from astrocytic sorting 
techniques. Yet, although stem cell-based model systems 
infer some confounding related to cell maturation, they 
entail a translational applicability otherwise difficult to 
achieve in neuroscience.

We chose to derive ES-astrocytes and ES-motor neu-
rons that in  vivo are situated in the ventral brainstem/
rostroventral spinal cord. This is motivated in the context 
of traumatic CNS lesions, where the brainstem consti-
tutes a particularly vulnerable region [10], but theoreti-
cally also across other CNS diseases. In this niche, motor 
neuron death has been linked to astrocytic malfunc-
tion, as shown in work on amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 
[20]. Presumably, interactions between astrocytes and 
motor neurons here could also be important across other 
pathologies. Recent work has implicated the cytokines 
we used (IL-1α, TNF-α, complement) in the context of 
forebrain [17] astrocyte-mediated neurotoxicity and spi-
nal hiPSC [19] astrocyte-mediated neurotoxicity. Yet, no 
studies have compared brainstem/spinal (motor) neu-
rons and brainstem/spinal astrocytes. This is however 
critical as astrocyte heterogeneity is vast, with profound 
regional implications [111, 112]. Astrocyte heterogene-
ity likely arises during embryonic stages, when astro-
cytes are positioned in a patterned fashion without 
signs of inter-compartmental movement [113]. This has 
functional implications under homeostasis as astrocytes 
support neurons with the same regional identity but not 
others [114]. This highlights the importance for astro-
cytic-neuronal co-cultures with the same regional iden-
tity, as neuronal responses otherwise may be confounded 
by regional mismatch. Reactive astrocytes also harness 
heterogeneity among them. Initial work demonstrated 
injury-specific genetic astrogliotic signatures [6]. More 
recent work utilizing one inductive stimuli followed by 
single-cell resolution examination of cortical astrocytes 
identify at least nine gene clusters with both regional and 
reactive identity [9]. These differences likely hold func-
tional implications. It was e.g. shown that the astrocytic 
secretome of ventral spinal cord astrocytes is disparate 
from that of forebrain astrocytes following similar stimuli 
[18]. Our model system holds the benefit of portraying 
one stringent CNS niche. This strengthens the biological 

relevance of our findings, at the expense of limiting their 
extrapolation to other CNS regions.

Astrocyte‑mediated neurotoxicity might represent a CNS 
injury mechanism available for treatment
Following traumatic CNS lesions, numerous cellu-
lar injury mechanisms are prompted [115], among 
else (neuro)inflammation [116]. Here, we demonstrate 
that ES-astrocytes may adopt a neurotoxic phenotype, 
depicted through co-culture with ES-motor neurons. 
All astrocyte culture media contained FBS, well-known 
to prompt astrocytic gene alterations [117], and notably 
also astrocyte reactivity [118, 119]. Yet, the neurotoxic 
response seen can be inferred to the addition of the neu-
roinflammatory cytokines, due to identical culturing 
conditions across all treatment groups. This neuroin-
flammatory response was seen independent if the reac-
tive ES-astrocytes were induced using the previously 
described “A1-inducing cytokines” [17, 19] or with the 
clinically relevant [33] neuroinflammatory factors IL-1β 
and IL-6. Previously, TGF-β has been shown to revert the 
neuroinflammatory response [17]. We did not find any 
such effect, possibly since FBS contains a high concentra-
tion of TGF-β at baseline [120, 121]. Taken together, ES-
derived mouse astrocytes respond to neuroinflammatory 
stimulus of clinical relevance.

Even though we show a strong association between Jun 
activation and motor neuron death, we do not claim this 
to be a causal mechanism. Rather, Jun expression is used 
here as a non-specific biomarker for stress. As the induc-
tive stimuli are inflammatory mediators, this stress is likely 
inflammatory, as shown by transcriptomic astrocytic altera-
tions characteristic of astrogliosis. In contrast, motor neu-
ron death here is an exclusive functional consequence of 
astrocytic inflammatory stimulation, where we demonstrate 
hypothesis-generating data for future work. We propose 
that astrocyte-induced neurotoxicity entails an additional 
cellular injury mechanism for neuronal death following 
e.g. trauma. Why astrocytes adopt a neurotoxic phenotype 
is beginning to unfold. Theoretically, an astrocyte could 
become “neurotoxic” due to loss-of-function, and conse-
quently diminished homeostatic neuronal trophic support 
following CNS injury. This seems less likely as deletion of 
the A1-inducing cytokine genes in vivo results in improved 
neuronal survival [17]. Another explanation is that reac-
tive astrocytes acquire a gain-of-function manifesting as 
neurotoxicity. Evidence for the latter has recently emerged, 
where astrocytes have been attributed to secrete lipids that 
confer the neurotoxic effect [122]. While we have no defini-
tive mechanistic answers, we delineate a genetic signature 
in neurotoxic astrocytes with implications towards endo-
plasmic reticulum-stress and altered MYC pathway regula-
tion. Albeit only correlative at this point, we find that several 
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genes within the leading edges of these gene sets have been 
shown to be up-regulated at the protein level following TBI, 
including TAI [108], thus theoretically representing an ave-
nue for further translational studies. Our findings must be 
expanded upon, preferably in a hiPSC system, as the mouse 
and human astrocytic genomes differ, especially with regard 
to inflammatory pathways [123].

Following CNS trauma and TAI, neurons are irretriev-
ably lost. A tantalizing idea is to utilize stem cells differ-
entiated into neurons as cell replacement. In order to 
succeed with this, the neurotoxic environment however 
likely needs to be modulated, either to halt neuronal loss 
or to optimize environmental survival-cues preceding cell 
replacement. Crude astrocyte obliteration is not feasible, 
as shown by in  vivo work where astrocyte ablation both 
acutely or chronically was detrimental for neuronal sur-
vival in TBI [124], and for axonal regrowth in spinal cord 
injury [125]. These findings have been attributed to the 
astrogliotic scar, that encapsulates CNS lesions and limits 
the extent of inferred damage [7], thus demonstrating the 
duality of CNS neuroinflammation. A more complex idea 
might therefore be to selectively shift the astrocytic neuro-
inflammatory response. It has been proposed that TGF-β 
represents such a substance [17], and it has also been 
seen to be upregulated in pathways ensuing severe TBI in 
humans [33]. In our material, induction of astrocyte reac-
tivity using TGF-β2 did not seem to infer any astrocyte-
mediated neurotoxicity, possibly speaking in favor of this. 
Moreover, a recent study demonstrated that a mixture of 
three cytokines of which one was TGF-β1, improved out-
come following TBI [126]. Paradoxically, the same study 
also demonstrated that IL-6 was beneficial for outcome 
[126]. This stands in contrast to our work, where a com-
bination of IL-1β and IL-6 conferred an astrocyte-induced 
neurotoxic effect, and also previous work that has impli-
cated IL-6 as a contributor to neurologic malfunction fol-
lowing mild TBI [127]. Whether these observed effects are 
due to a discrepant effect of IL-6 on peripheral and CNS 
immune cells remains to be elucidated. Astrocyte neuro-
inflammatory modulation might be a therapeutic avenue 
preceding cell-replacement of damaged CNS neurons. 
Future work must determine whether this strategy is feasi-
ble in the context of human cells and in vivo.

Conclusion
Astrocyte-like cells derived from mouse embryonic stem 
cells hold the capacity to adopt a neurotoxic phenotype 
in the ventral brainstem/rostroventral spinal cord follow-
ing induction with neuroinflammatory stimuli relevant 
in human severe TBI. This might represent an additional 
secondary mechanism ensuing the primary axonal injury 
seen after CNS trauma in the brainstem region.
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